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Purpose

 New York City Transit Strategy and Customer Experience 
seeks to learn about the travel and information 
preferences of customers potentially affected by
pending L Project service changes

 This survey’s topics of interest
 Customer travel patterns, including:

 Frequency of travel by route
 Travel by time of day

 Service change information preferences
 Choice of transit “apps”

 Travel alternatives during service changes
 What information or tools might prompt customers to opt for 

NYC Transit alternatives during service changes
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Methodology

 NYC Transit Market Research prepared an online self-
administered questionnaire open to any current 
customer to provide input regarding their travel patterns 
and information preferences related to the pending L 
Project service changes

 Respondents completed nearly 500 surveys while it was 
open during the month of March, 2019

 Technical notes
 The online survey participants are “self-selected”; NYC Transit 

does not control access to the questionnaire
 This sample may be biased towards those people with the 

time, resources and ability to participate in an online survey
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Key Findings

 The majority of respondents, 83%, check for service 
changes at least “sometimes” before leaving home

 Almost all respondents, 94%, use a smartphone
 86% of smartphone users utilize an app to access transit 

information or plan a trip

 80% of respondents know about planned service 
changes in advance of making a trip
 54% plan ahead with alternate options
 The other 26% know in advance, but forget to plan ahead 

until they arrive at the station
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Key Findings

 Nearly half, 48%, of respondents first choose NYC Transit-
offered alternatives, like a shuttle bus or alternative 
subway service when planned work impacts their trip
 Perceptions of greater speed and reliability are the top two 

reasons the remaining respondents choose another mode 
over the NYC Transit alternative

 Awareness of NYC Transit L Project information and tools
 The leading choice is the L project website, which received 

48% of customer mentions
 Email updates and the weekly newsletter was mentioned in 

35% of recollections
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Key Findings

 Preferred information or tools during service changes
 Tied at 22%, the most preferred options:

 Real-time service information on an app or a website
 Screens outside of stations with real-time information

 In third place, at 20%: countdown clocks at stations

 These findings, and more are detailed in this report
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Findings: Travel Patterns

 Among survey respondents:
 The L is the most frequently used route

 81% of L customers ride three or more days per week
 60% ride the L five or more days per week

 Among L customers:
 27% report riding the L late nights and weekends
 These two time periods are those most affected by the 

pending L project service changes
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Findings: Information Preferences

 The majority of respondents, 83%, check for service 
changes at least “sometimes” before leaving home
 30% report “always” doing so

 Nearly two-thirds, 63%, of checking is on the day of travel

 Almost all respondents, 94%, use a smartphone
 86% of smartphone users utilize an app to access transit 

information or plan a trip
 The most used apps

 Google Maps: 30% of app mentions
 MyMTA: 22%
 Other MTA apps: 18%
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Findings: Information Preferences

 When asked what media customers check for service 
information before setting out on routine trips, like the 
work or school commute:
 64% of mentions refer to one or more of a variety of sources
 About one-third of mentions, 36%, indicate they do not 

check and assume regular service

 80% of respondents know about planned service 
changes in advance of making a trip
 54% plan ahead with alternate options
 The other 26% know in advance, but forget to plan ahead 

until they arrive at the station
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Findings: Travel Alternatives

 Nearly half, 48%, of respondents first choose NYC Transit-
offered alternatives, like a shuttle bus or alternative 
subway service when planned work impacts their trip

 A for-hire vehicle service, like Uber or Lyft, is the first 
choice of 20% of respondents

 Among the roughly half of respondents who choose 
another mode or stay home when planned service 
changes impact their trip
 Perceptions of greater speed (34%) and reliability (25%) are 

the top two reasons to seek another mode over the NYC 
Transit alternative

 Another 13% find figuring out the NYC Transit alternative 
service too confusing
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Findings: Travel Alternatives
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Findings: Information or Tools

 Awareness of existing NYC Transit L Project information 
and tools
 The leading choice among the offered sources, the L

project website received 48% of customer mentions
 Email updates and the weekly newsletter was mentioned in 

35% of recollections
 Awareness of text messaging for service alerts was 17%

 Preferred information or tools during service changes
 Tied at 22%, the most preferred options:

 Real-time service information on an app or a website
 Screens outside of stations with real-time information

 In third place, at 20%: countdown clocks at stations
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Sample Profile: Home Zip Code

 Half of all respondents live in the following five zip codes:
 11211 – Williamsburg, Brooklyn (16%)
 10009 – Stuyvesant Town, East Village, Manhattan (10%)
 11222 – Greenpoint, Brooklyn (9%)
 11249 – Williamsburg (Waterfront), Brooklyn (8%)
 11385 – Glendale, Ridgewood, Queens (7%)
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